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Across  
  

1 One day in … Stirring Mike Brady anthem  28 Representations or imitations of something 

 about footy (“Football’s such a part of this  29 Son of Noah (2568 - 1968 BCE) 
 whole town etc.”) 30 Unpublished Yockey (initials) 

8 Siegfried Line or Schindler’s List (initials) 31 Symbol for gold 

10 Volcanic moon of Jupiter discovered in 1610  32 Robin Gibb or Ronald Gort (initials) 
 by Galileo (named after character in myth 34 Biting, cutting, acerbic, caustic, trenchant 

 ravished by Zeus in the form of a big cloud) 36 Subject to sadistic and degrading initiation  

11 Intricate pathway designed to disorient and  into group 
 confuse 38 Glamourous M5S party mayor of Rome  

12 Internet Explorer (initials) 39 Muslim prayer time 

13 A chaotic retreat of defeated troops (San  40 Department store no-one goes to anymore 
 Romano, Saigon etc.)  (not David Jones) 

15 Enormously influential nineteenth century  42 Elgar overture (initials) 

 philosophy positing the establishment of a  43 Tragic fate of many Vietnamese during 
 classless society after a period known as the   extended American war crime of 1955-75 

 dictatorship of the proletariat and other things  44 Author of finest line in Australian poetry 

 unlikely to happen  “I am still the black swan of trespass on alien 
17 A way to refer to G-d used by orthodox Jews   waters” (first name only)  

 who cannot speak the name of G-d, saying  

Down  instead, “The Name” (2-4) 
19 Objective, goal, target, intent 

20 Aaron Spelling or Ariel Sharon (initials) 1 Manchurian Candidate style political assassin 

21 Narrow, deserted tract of land separating  gaoled for life for 1968 shooting of RFK in 
 belligerent states where neither by agreement   brainwashed state (possibly triggered by polka 

 can deploy weapons (Korea, Vietnam etc.)  dots on dress of mystery woman reported at 

 (military abbreviation)  scene with whom he had coffee) (6, 6) 

22 Forbid, put an end to, cancel, veto 2 Wartime Pope (XII) demonized for “silence” 

23 Dannii Minogue or Don Martin (initials)  during Holocaust also sedevacantist appointee 

24 Barry Gibb or Bryant Gumble (initials)  Earl Pulvermacher (XIII) elected in Montana  
26 Fidel Castro or Fight Club (initials)  in 1988 to papal “chair” regarded as “vacant” 

27 Sirhan Sirhan or Sherwood Schwartz (initials)  (occupied by heretics) since 1958 

 

6.4 (contd.) 
 

Down (contd.)  
  

3 Disgruntled Hungarian Australian known for 14 A peaceful place or period in the midst of a 

 attacking the Pieta of Michelangelo in Rome  tumultuous or difficult situation also English 
 with a geologist’s hammer in 1972 yelling   band formed in 1991 by uncouth brothers 

 “I am Jesus Christ risen from the dead!”  from Manchester (Wonderwall etc.) 

4 1993 Crash Test Dummies song known for  16 Whose book of crosswords are you doing? 
 surreal vignettes and catchy chorus (3, 3, 3, 3) 18 Van Halen, McGuire, Munster, Constantine 

5 Pretty … Lambs Ford Maddox Brown work 24 Indistinct, obscured, fuzzy 

 of 1852 unpopular with British public due to 25 Inbuilt capacity to detect sexuality 
 blinding light and unattractive child 26 Ribald name for Frankston 

6 Old Testament prophet called “the Scribe” 28 Queen of the Jungle 

 known for mission to Jerusalem from exile 33 Troubled Middle Eastern region about which  
 in Babylon in 458 BC to read newly redacted  Norman Finkelstein said “The only morally 

 Torah to assembled Israelites, dissolve sinful  sane question presented by the situation is 

 marriages to “the Stranger” and enforce new  Does Israel have the right in the name of  
 covenant on the Children of Israel putting  self-defense to poison one million children?” 

 into effect final separation from humanity 35 Best known American painting (not  

7 Famous Austrian police inspector  Whistler’s Mother or Christina’s World or  
8 Hardline president of Egypt after overthrow   Lavender Mist or Saying Grace) (initials) 

 of Mohamed Morsi in coup of 2013 37 Underground comics from 60s featuring The 

9 Hardboiled PI played by Eddie Constantine  Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers etc. 
 (Cet homme est dangereux, Lemmy pour les  41 Confusing Old English way of writing the 

 dames, Alphaville) (5, 7)   
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